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1 Introduction
Partial evaluation is a program-transformation technique for specializing
programs, based on propagating constant values and folding constant expressions [11, 42]. Over the last ten years, it has been organized as a two-phase
process: binding-time analysis and program specialization. Binding-time
analysis classi es which parts of the source program can be computed statically, i.e., at partial-evaluation time. Program specialization carries out
these static computations and residualizes the other computational steps.
This organization in two phases thus makes it clear that the more parts of a
source program are static, the more this source program is specialized. Over
the last ve years, various pre-transformations have been investigated that
\improve binding times" (making binding-time analysis classify more parts
are static) and thus increase specialization.
Our goal is to formalize both the two-phase process of partial evaluation and binding-time improvements, using Moggi's computational metalanguage.
Moggi's computational metalanguage distinguishes values (terms with
no remaining computation steps) and computations (terms with remaining
computation steps). This makes it possible to express a variety of evaluation
strategies (including call-by-name and call-by-value). In addition, programs
can be parameterized with various notions of computations, expressed as
computational monads. Monads are often claimed to make reasoning about
programs easier | but very few applications actually exploit the monadic
laws.
In this paper, we illustrate that the computational meta-language can
be a useful framework for partial evaluation. It allows a clear distinction
between static computation steps (to be performed at specialization time)
and dynamic computation steps (to be residualized at specialization time
and performed at run time). Moreover, it allows an evaluation-order independent view of binding-time analysis and program specialization.
To this end, we present a PCF-like version of the computational metalanguage, and give it a structural operational semantics. We specify bindingtime analysis as a non-standard type inference, and then a specializer using
structural operational semantics. We prove the correctness of the bindingtime analysis and of the specializer.
The computational metalanguage enables us to formalize existing techniques in partial evaluation | namely the linguistic device of let insertion,
and the partial-evaluation techniques of control-based binding-time improve2

ment and continuation-based specialization, which we achieve by incorporating the monadic laws into our binding-time analysis and our specializer.
We prove the equivalence between a continuation-based partial evaluator
and our partial evaluator that applies the monadic laws. This formalizes
binding-time improvements independently of any particular evaluation order.
We believe that the computational metalanguage also enables new insights and techniques, e.g., to process computational e ects. Let us rst
review each of these points, before outlining the rest of the paper.

1.1 Call unfolding and computation duplication

A partial evaluator unfolds function calls. Call unfolding is thus necessary
but in general it is unsound under call-by value. It is necessary to expose opportunities for constant propagation and folding. It is unsound under call-by-value because it may alter termination properties and duplicate
computations. Since Similix [7], virtually all call-by-value partial evaluators
insert a let expression for every dynamic (i.e., unknown) parameter, at each
unfolding point. This insertion ensures sound call unfolding: termination
properties are preserved and both code and computation duplications are
avoided.
Moggi's computational metalanguage speci es the order of computations
through let expressions. By expressing source programs in this metalanguage, let expressions appear naturally. By residualizing these let expressions, sound call unfolding is achieved naturally.
For example, the call-by-value program
z : ((x; y ) : (x + 1) ? (y + y )) @ (10; z  z )
can be specialized as follows. The inner -redex can be reduced (noting
application with the in x operator \@"), and the left-most addition can be
computed. The residual program reads:
z : 11 ? ((z  z ) + (z  z ))
It is unsatisfactory because the computation of z  z has been duplicated.
As mentioned above [7], call-by-value partial evaluators insert residual let
expressions to name dynamic expressions that should not be duplicated.
With such a strategy, the residual program reads:
z : let a = z  z in 11 ? (a + a)
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This solution of inserting let expressions is e ective, but ad hoc, in that
there were no corresponding let expressions in the source program. In contrast, let expressions are an integral part of Moggi's computational metalanguage. Using this metalanguage, the source program can be rewritten as
follows.
z : let a ( z  z
in ((x; y ) : let v1 ( x + 1
in let v2 ( y + y
in v1 ? v2 ) @ (10; a)

Specializing this program amounts to -reducing function applications
(which is always sound because their argument is a value, not a computation),  -reducing static operations, and unfolding let expressions that bind
a unit computation.
Presently, the outer let expression is not unfolded because z is dynamic
(its value is unknown) and the function application is -reduced. This leads
to:
z : let a ( z  z
in let v1 ( 10 + 1
in let v2 ( a + a
in v1 ? v2

The static addition is performed, which leads to:

z : let a ( z  z
in let v1 ( unit 11
in let v2 ( a + a
in v1 ? v2
The let expression declaring v1 is unfolded, and there is no other oppor-

tunity for static reduction. The result essentially coincides with the residual
program above.

1.2 Control-based binding-time improvements

The structure of source programs in uences the precision of binding-time
analysis and thus the e ectiveness of program specialization. A panoply of
\binding-time improvements" aiming at restructuring source programs has
been developed [42, Chapter 12] but they have not been formalized.
Essentially, a partial evaluator propagates static values into static contexts, where this propagation gives rise to a static computation. Bindingtime analysis thus re nes the usual notions of data ow and control ow into
4

a static and a dynamic data ow, and a static and a dynamic control ow.
Data- ow and control- ow binding-time improvements respectively amount
to improve the static data ow and the static control ow of a source program. The data- ow aspects have been recently clari ed [17, 18], but the
control- ow aspects still remain a research topic [6, 8, 10, 39, 45].
The program calculus for Moggi's computational metalanguage includes
monadic laws. Let us show how a partial evaluator applying monadic laws to
restructure source programs captures the essence of control-based bindingtime improvements.
For example, the program
f : ((x : 2)@ (f @ 1)) + 3
can be specialized as follows. The inner -redex can be reduced but because
its argument is dynamic, a let expression must be inserted. The result reads:
f : (let x = f @ 1 in 2) + 3
It would be unsound to unfold the let expression and discard f @ 1 from
the residual program because f could have a computational e ect (e.g.,
divergence). A partial evaluator needs to perform some contorsions to move
the context of the let expression [] + 3 in its body, yielding
f : let x = f @ 1 in 5
Such restructurings are referred to as \control-based binding-time improvements" since they alter the control ow of the program so as to improve binding times. They are usually achieved by maintaining an explicit
representation of control, using continuations. Specializers incorporating
these techniques are known as \continuation-based specializers" [6, 42, 45].
Essentially they mimic one-pass CPS transformations [15].
We formalize this technique with the associativity of let expressions in
Moggi's computational metalanguage. Encoding the term above in the metalanguage yields:
f : let v1 ( let v2 ( f @ 1
in (x : unit 2) @ v2
in v1 + 3
Static reduction of the -redex yields:
f : let v1 ( let v2 ( f @ 1
in unit 2
in v1 + 3
5

Reassociating the let expression yields:
f : let v2 ( f @ 1

in let v1 ( unit 2
in v1 + 3

Unfolding the inner let and statically reducing the addition yields:
f : let v2 ( f @ 1
in unit 5
The result essentially coincides with the residual program above.

1.3 Computational e ects

Since Similix [7], partial evaluators classify computational e ects (I/O, state,
etc.) as dynamic computations. The specializer's only duty is to maintain
their order and to ensure that none disappears or is duplicated.
The computational metalanguage's raison d'^etre is to provide a modular
speci cation of computational e ects. Using this medium, we originally
planned to provide a sound treatment of side-e ects that would be more
e ective than systematic residualization. We envisioned for example to split
the store in regions: some side-e ecting operations could then be classi ed
as static and performed statically (e.g., a symbol table in an interpreter
could be processed statically in a compiler) while others would be classi ed
as dynamic and delayed until runtime (e.g., an error message associated with
division by 0). This line of work is currently being pursued independently
by Dussart and Thiemann [22].

1.4 This paper

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a PCF-like
version of the computational metalanguage, ml . We give it a structural
operational semantics. Section 3 presents an oine partial evaluator for
ml . Section 4 addresses call unfolding. In Section 5, we return to the
monadic laws and incorporate them into the specializer | adjusting the
binding-time analysis accordingly. In Section 6, we prove the equivalence
between a continuation-based partial evaluator and our partial evaluator
that applies the monadic laws. After a review of related work in Section 7,
Section 8 concludes.
Appendix A gives the details for translating call-by-name and call-byvalue PCF into ml . Appendix B gives proof details.
6

e 2 Terms[ml ]
e ::= x j pnq j succ e j pred e j if0 e1 e2 e3
x x: e j unit e j let x ( e1 in e2
 2 Types[ml ]
 ::= nat j 1 ! e2

j

? 2 Assumptions[ml]
? ::=  j ?; x : 

e

? `ml e : nat
? `ml succ e : ng
at

? `ml pnq : nat
? `ml x : ?(x)

j x : e j e0 @ e1 j

? `ml e : nat
? `ml pred e : ng
at

? `ml e1 : nat ? `ml e2 : e ? `ml e3 : e
? `ml if0 e1 e2 e3 : e
? `ml e0 : 1 ! e2 ? `ml e1 : 1
? `ml e0 @ e1 : e2

?; x : 1 `ml e : e2
? `ml x : e : 1 ! e2

?; x : e `ml e : e
? `ml x x: e : e
monadic
constructs:

? `ml e : 
? `ml unit e : e

? `ml e1 : e1 ?; x : 1 `ml e2 : e2
? `ml let x ( e1 in e2 : e2

Figure 1: The computational meta-language ml

2 The computational meta-language
2.1 Syntax

Figure 1 presents the language ml based on Moggi's computational metalanguage [48].1 The typing system of ml captures the distinction be1 We have added x, succ, pred, and if0 to Moggi's published description [48].
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tween values (terms with no remaining computation steps) and computations (terms with remaining computation steps). Types of the form nat and
1 ! 2 are value types. Accordingly, the rules for numerals and abstractions
belong to the introduction rules for value types. Types of the form e are
computation types. All functions have computational co-domains. Thus, all
applications have a computation type | capturing the fact that evaluating
a function application always requires one or more computational steps.
The monadic constructs are used to make the computational process
explicit.2 Intuitively, unit e is a trivial computation that simply yields the
value of e. let x ( e1 in e2 forces the evaluation of e1 . If that evaluation
terminates, the resulting value is substituted for x in e2 , and evaluation
continues with the modi ed version of e2.
We identify terms up to renaming of bound variables (i.e., up to equivalence) and use standard notation and conventions for substitution,
free variables, contexts, etc. [2]. We write e1  e2 when e1 and e2 are
-equivalent.
We represent simultaneous substitutions e[x1 := e1 ; ::: ; xn := en ] using
a substitution function  : Terms[ml ] ! Terms[ml] whose application is
denoted e . A substitution  is closed if, for all x 2 dom  , x is a closed
term.
We write ? `ml e1 ; e2 :  when both ? `ml e1 :  and ? `ml e2 :  .
A closed substitution  is compatible with an assumption ?, if for all x 2
dom ?,  `ml x : ?(x). Programs are closed terms with type ng
at.

2.2 Operational semantics

Figure 2 presents single-step evaluation rules for ml .3 Axioms such as
succ pnq 7?!i unit pn + 1q de ne basic computation steps. The single inference rule describes contexts in which evaluation steps may occur.
The following lemma gives evaluation properties for closed terms at each
type  . The intuition is that each well-typed term (a) is a canonical term of
2 The exact connection to the structure of a monad can be found in Moggi's original

work [48, page 61].
3 Moggi originally gave a categorical interpretation for his computational meta-language
[48]. Crole and Pitts extended Moggi's work with a x-point operator and an associated
logic [13]. Later, Gordon developed an elegant operational theory for the meta-language
with a xpoint operator and inductive and coinductive types [31]. ml is basically a sublanguage of Gordon's | except that we include directly type nat and associated operations
whereas Gordon constructs them via inductive types. Here, we follow Gordon and our
previous work [34, 36] and present a structural operational semantics for ml .
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7?!i unit pn + 1q
(x : e0) @ e1 7?!i e0 [x := e1 ]
x x: e 7?!i e[x := x x: e]
let x ( unit e1 in e2 7?!i e2 [x := e1 ]
succ pnq

e
Ei [e]

7?!i e0
7?!i Ei[e0]

7?!i unit pnq
pred p0q 7?!i unit p0q
if0 p0q e2 e3 7?!i e2
if0 pn + 1q e2 e3 7?!i e3

Ei ::=

pred pn + 1q

let x ( [] in e2

Figure 2: Interpretation steps for ml
the corresponding type, or (b) can undergo an evaluation step that preserves
typing. In particular, there are no \stuck" [56, p. 151] terms.4

Lemma 1 (interpretation properties)

1. If  `ml e : nat then e  pnq for some number n.
2. If  `ml e : 1 ! e2 then e  x : e0 and x : 1 `ml e0 : e2 .
3. If  `ml e : e then exactly one of the following statements holds:
(a) e = unit e0 and  `ml e0 :  .
(b) e ?
7 !i e0 and  `ml e0 : e.

Proof: by induction over the height of the derivation of  `ml e :  relying

on the property that if ?; x : 1 `ml e0 : 0 and ? `ml e1 : 1 then ? `ml
e0 [x := e1 ] : 0 . See the proof of Lemma 2 (which generalizes the current
lemma) given in Appendix B.

It is easy to check that e 7?!i e0 and e 7?!i e00 implies e0  e00 . This
justi es the de nition of the following (partial) function in terms of the
re exive transitive closure of 7?!i .

4 For example, the untypable term p3q @ p2q is stuck: it cannot undergo an evaluation
step and it is not a proper canonical term for any type.
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De nition 1 (interpreter)
For  `ml e : ng
at,

int e = pnq i e 7?!i unit pnq
We write int e# when int e is de ned and int e" when int e is unde ned.
As a consequence of Lemma 1, int e" implies that e heads an in nite sequence
of computation steps.
Observing termination of terms in program contexts gives the following
notion of operational approximation, which in turn, induces a notion of
operational equivalence.5

De nition 2 (operational approximation)

For ? `ml e1 ; e2 :  , and for all contexts C such that C [e1] and C [e2] are
programs,
e1  e2 i int C [e1]# implies int C [e2]#

De nition 3 (operational equivalence)

For ? `ml e1 ; e2 :  ,

 e2 i e1  e2 and e2  e1
Note that if  `ml e1 ; e2 : ng
at and e1  e2, then int e1 and int e2 are
e1

both unde ned, or else both are de ned and there exists a number n such
that int e1  pnq  int e2 .

2.3 Equational reasoning

Figure 3 presents notions of reduction for the computational meta-language
ml . ?! also denotes construct-compatible one-step reduction, ?! denotes the re exive, transitive closure of ?!, and =ml denotes the smallest
equivalence relation generated by ?! [2].
Theorem 1 (soundness of calculus) For ? `ml e1 ; e2 :  ,
e1 =ml e2 ) e1  e2
Proof: The proof follows by a straightforward adaptation of Gordon's operational theory [31, Chapters 3,4,5].
5 It is sucient to observe termination since one can always distinguish between numerals using conditional expressions.
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?! unit pn + 1q
(x : e0) @ e1 ?! e0 [x := e1 ]
x x: e ?! e[x := x x: e]
succ pnq

?! unit pnq
pred p0q ?! unit p0q
if0 p0q e2 e3 ?! e2
if0 pn + 1q e2 e3 ?! e3
pred pn + 1q

Monadic reductions:
(let: )
let x ( unit e1 in e2 ?! e2 [x := e1]
(let: )
let x ( e in unit x ?! e
(let.assoc) let x2 ( let x1 ( e1 ?! let x1 ( e1
in e3

in let x2 ( e2

in e2

x1 62 FV(e3 )

in e3

Figure 3: Notions of reduction ml for ml

2.4 Encoding evaluation strategies in ml

A variety of evaluation strategies for a PCF-like language  can be encoded
in ml due to ml 's explicit distinction between values and computations.
In previous work [34, 36], we proved the correctness of an encoding En of a
call-by-name version of  into ml , and an encoding Ev of a call-by-value
version of  into ml . These encodings can be found in Appendix A.2.6
In summary, call-by-name  functions are encoded as functions from
computations to computations; call-by-value  functions are encoded as
functions from values to computations.7 Applications are translated as follows:
Call-by-name: En h[e0 @ e1 ]i = let x0 ( En h[e0 ]i in x0 @ En h[e1]i
Call-by-value: Ev h[e0 @ e1 ]i = let x0 ( Ev h[e0 ]i in let x1 ( Ev h[e1]i in x0 @ x1
6 These encodings are based on similar encodings given by e.g., Moggi [48] and Wadler

[67].
7 Alternative call-by-value encodings exist that are similar to the encoding of call-byvalue procedures in the call-by-name programming language Algol 60 [36, Section 4].
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Thus, evaluation of argument expressions in not forced in the call-by-name
encoding, but is forced in the call-by-value encoding.
In general (i.e., in all encodings), a let is inserted around each computation step | making the computational structure of a program explicit.
This property is crucial to the evaluation-order independent treatment of
binding-time analysis and program specialization presented in the following
section.

3 An oine partial evaluator for ml
A partial evaluator takes a source program p and a subset s of p's input,
and produces a residual program ps which is specialized with respect to
s. The correctness of the partial evaluator implies that running ps on p's
remaining input d gives the same result as running p on the complete input
s and d. The data s and d are often referred to as static and dynamic data
(respectively) since s is xed at specialization time whereas one may supply
various data d during runs of ps .
The specialized program ps is obtained from p by evaluating constructs
that depend only on s, while rebuilding constructs that may depend on
dynamic data. \Oine" partial evaluation accomplishes this in two phases:
(1) a binding-time analysis phase, and (2) a specialization phase.
1.

Binding-time analysis: Given assumptions about which program
inputs are static and dynamic, binding-time analysis constructs an
annotated program where each program construct is annotated with
a specialization directive and a specialization type.

 Specialization directives: A construct is assigned a directive of

eliminable if it depends only on static data and thus can be completely evaluated during the specialization phase. A construct is
assigned a directive of residual if it may depend on dynamic data
and thus must be reconstructed in the specialization phase.
 Specialization types: The specialization types (a.k.a. binding
times) are the carriers of information during the analysis phase.
They describe the \knownness" or the \unknownness" of expressions. This information is used to determine the specialization
directives assigned to constructs. For example, if the argument
of a destructor construct has a specialization type indicating that

12

w 2 Terms[btml]
w ::= x j
pnq j succ w j pred w j if0 w1 w2 w3 j x : w j w0 @ w1
x x: w j unit w j let x ( w1 in w2 j
n j succ w j pred w j if0 w1 w2 w3 j x : w j w0 @ w1 j
x x: w j unit w j let x ( w1 in w2 j lift w

j

Figure 4: The binding-time annotated meta-language btml
it is unknown, then that construct cannot be evaluated at specialization time and must be given a residual directive.
2.

Specialization: During the specialization phase, the specializer sim-

ply follows the directives assigned during binding-time analysis: eliminable constructs are evaluated (and thus eliminated); residual constructs are reconstructed (and thus appear in the residual program).8

3.1 Binding-time analysis

We rst outline how binding-time information is expressed in a program
annotated with specialization directives and types. Following this, we give
a binding-time logic that determines which annotations are appropriate for
a given source language term.

3.1.1 Specialization directives

A binding-time analysis for ml associates each ml term with a term in the
annotated language btml of Figure 4. Eliminable terms are non-underlined;
residual terms are underlined. Identi ers are not annotated since the appropriate information can be determined from the environment. A coercion
construct lift is added to btml to residualize the result of evaluating an elim-

8 Following other formal treatments of partial evaluation [42, 54, 68], we simplify the
presentation by omitting folding and generalization strategies.
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'nat 2 STypes[nat]
'nat ::= s j d
'1!e2 2 STypes[1 ! e2 ]
'1!e2 ::= '1 ! 'e2 j d
'e 2 STypes[e]
'e ::= 'f j d
 2 Types[btml ]
 ::= nat j 1 ! e2

? 2 Assumptions[btml]
? ::=  j ?; x :  [' ]

j e

Figure 5: Specialization types and binding-time assumptions for btml
inable term. This allows static computation to occur in a residual context.9
A term w 2 btml is completely residual if it consists of only underlined constructs and identi ers. Residual-terms[btml] denotes the set of completely
residual terms. Intuitively, the specializer will output completely residual
terms | all eliminable constructs will have been evaluated (this will be
proved in Section 3.2).

3.1.2 Specialization types

Figure 5 presents a  -indexed family of specialization types (STypes) for btml
(we omit type indices on specialization types when they can be inferred from
the context). A specialization type ' is dynamic if ' = d; otherwise ' is
static.
 s 2 STypes[nat] will tag expressions of type nat that are guaranteed to
evaluate to known data (i.e., numerals).
 d 2 STypes[nat] will tag expressions of type nat whose evaluation may
depend on unknown data and thus cannot be guaranteed to evaluate
9 We restrict lifting to base types for simplicity, as we wish to formalize control- ow

binding-time improvements. De ning lift at higher types would enable data- ow bindingtime improvements, as investigated elsewhere [17, 18]. This de nition is also interesting
on its own [14].
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to numerals. However, because nat is a value type, one does know
that the tagged expression will denote a value when dynamic data is
supplied.
 '1 ! 'e2 2 STypes[1 ! e2] will tag expressions of type 1 ! e2 that
are guaranteed to evaluate to known data (i.e., abstractions).
 d 2 STypes[1 ! e2 ] will tag expressions of type 1 ! e2 whose evaluation may depend on unknown data and thus cannot be guaranteed to
evaluate to an abstraction. However, because 1 ! e2 is a value type,
one does know that the tagged expression will denote a value when
dynamic data is supplied.
 'e 2 STypes[e] will tag expressions of type e that are guaranteed to
either diverge or to evaluate to a trivial computation (i.e., unit e for
some e 2 ml of type  ).
 d 2 STypes[e] will tag expressions of type e whose evaluation may
depend on unknown data and thus cannot be guaranteed to diverge
or evaluate to a trivial computation.
Figure 5 also presents type assumptions for btml variables. If ?; x :  [d]
then x is a dynamic variable; if ?; x :  ['] where ' is static then x is a static
variable. ?(x):type and ?(x):spec-type project types and specialization types
from an assumption for x 2 dom ?.

3.1.3 Binding-time analysis speci cation

Figures 6 and 7 present rules for deriving judgments of the form
? `bt e :  [w : ' ]:
Derivable judgements specify constraints that an actual binding-time analysis algorithm must satisfy. Intuitively, if ? `bt e :  [w : ' ], then given initial
binding-time assumptions ? that indicate which free variables are static or
dynamic, a binding-time analysis algorithm maps e 2 Terms[ml] of type
 2 Types[ml] to a directive annotated term w 2 Terms[btml ] of specialization type ' 2 STypes[ ]. Specifying the analysis in this way allows one
to reason about correctness of the analysis independently of the actual algorithm | proving correctness with respect to the constraints implies that
any algorithm satisfying the constraints will be correct.
15

? `bt x : ?(x):type[x : ?(x):spec-type]
? `bt pnq : nat[pnq : s]

? `bt pnq : nat[pnq : d]

? `bt e : nat[w : s]
? `bt succ e : ng
at [succ w : es]

? `bt e : nat[w : d]
? `bt succ e : g
nat [succ w : d]

? `bt e : nat[w : s]
? `bt pred e : ng
at [pred w : es]

? `bt e : nat[w : d]
? `bt pred e : ng
at [pred w : d]

? `bt e1 : nat[w1 : s] ? `bt e2 : e[w2 : '] ? `bt e3 : e[w3 : ']
? `bt if0 e1 e2 e3 : e[if0 w1 w2 w3 : ']
? `bt e1 : nat[w1 : d] ? `bt e2 : e[w2 : d] ? `bt e3 : e[w3 : d]
? `bt if0 e1 e2 e3 : e[if0 w1 w2 w3 : d]
?; x : 1['1] `bt e : e2 [w : '2 ]
? `bt x : e : 1 ! e2 [x : w : '1 ! '2 ]
?; x : 1[d] `bt e : e2 [w : d]
? `bt x : e : 1 ! e2 [x : w : d]
? `bt e0 : 1 ! e2 [w0 : '1 ! '2 ] ? `bt e1 : 1[w1 : '1]
? `bt e0 @ e1 : e2[w0 @ w1 : '2]
? `bt e0 : 1 ! e2 [w0 : d] ? `bt e1 : 1 [w1 : d]
? `bt e0 @ e1 : e2[w0 @ w1 : d]
Figure 6: Binding-time constraints (part 1)
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?; x : e['e] `bt e : e[w : 'e]
? `bt x x: e : e[ x x: w : 'e]

?; x : e[d] `bt e : e[w : d]
? `bt x x: e : e[ x x: w : d]

? `bt e :  [w : ']
? `bt unit e : e[unit w : 'e]

? `bt e :  [w : d]
? `bt unit e : e[unit w : d]

? `bt e1 : e1 [w1 : 'f1] ?; x : 1['1] `bt e2 : e2 [w2 : '2]
? `bt let x ( e1 in e2 : e2[let x ( w1 in w2 : '2]
? `bt e1 : e1 [w1 : d] ?; x : 1[d] `bt e2 : e2 [w2 : d] ()
? `bt let x ( e1 in e2 : e2[let x ( w1 in w2 : d]
? `bt e : nat[w : s]
? `bt e : nat[lift w : d]
Figure 7: Binding-time constraints (part 2)

bc : Terms[btml] ! Terms[ml] is an erasing function that removes annotations and lift constructs. bc : Assumptions[btml] ! Assumptions[ml]
simply drops specialization types appearing in assumptions. b c represents
the component-wise application of bc : Terms[btml] ! Terms[ml ].
Given an assumption ? 2 Assumptions[btml], a closed btml substitution
 is compatible with ? if

for all x 2 dom ?;  `ml bx c : ?(x):type[x : ?(x):spec-type]:
For expressions e 2 Terms[ml ], ?bt is a binding-time assumption for ? `ml
e :  , if b?bt c = ?. ?bt = ?s [ ?d represents the splitting of a binding-time
assumption ?bt into its (necessarily disjoint) static and dynamic variable
assumptions.

De nition 4 (binding-time analysis)
A binding-time analysis is a function

bta : Assumptions[btml] ! Terms[ml ] ! Terms[btml]
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such that when ?bt is a binding-time assumption for ? `ml e : ng
at,

?bt `bt e : ng
at[(bta ?bt e) : d]:
The binding-time analysis rules specify a one-to-many relation between
ml terms and btml terms. Thus, there are many valid binding-time analysis
functions | each varying in practical e ectiveness. One usually desires an
analysis that gives as many eliminable terms as possible. However, it may be
useful to deliberately annotate some eliminable terms as residual to ensure
that specialization terminates [42]. Our speci cation abstracts away from
these orthogonal implementation issues.
Conversely, an induction over the derivation of ? `ml e :  [w : '] shows
that e  bwc. Thus, every well-annotated btml term has exactly one ml
term related to it | the ml term is the erasure of the btml term.

3.2 Specialization

To specialize a binding-time analyzed program term w such that
?bt = ?s [ ?d `bt e : ng
at[w : d]
one supplies known data into the static variables via a substitution s compatible with ?s . The resulting term ws is then specialized using the rules
of Figure 8 (which de ne the single-step specialization function 7?!s ).
 The interpretation rules allow interpreter steps to reduce eliminable
(i.e., non-underlined) terms. This corresponds to the idea that partial
evaluators are often described as having an interpreter component.
 The axiom lift coerces a static numeral to a dynamic numeral. This
allows static values of type nat to occur in dynamic contexts.
 The compilation rules direct the activities of the specializer in dynamic
contexts Es . This corresponds to the fact that the non-interpretive
component of the specializer simply constructs terms that appear in
the residual program. In contexts Es , r ranges over completely residual terms (i.e., terms containing only underlined constructs and free
dynamic variables).
The following lemma gives specialization properties for the btml terms
satisfying judgements of the form ?d `bt e :  [w : ' ]. The intuition is that
18

Interpretation rules:

7?!i unit pn + 1q
pred pn + 1q
(x : w0) @ w1 7?!i w0[x := w1]
pred p0q
x x: w 7?!i w[x := x x: w]
if0 p0q w2 w3
let x ( unit w1 in w2 7?!i w2[x := w1]
if0 pn + 1q w2 w3
succ pnq

w
Ei [w]

7?!i w0
7?!i Ei[w0]

Ei ::=
w
w

Compilation rules:
lift pnq

Es ::=

7?!i unit pnq
7?!i unit p0q
7?!i w2
7?!i w3

let x ( [] in w2

?7 !i w0
7?!s w0
w
Es [w]

7?!s pnq

?7 !s w0
7?!s Es [w0]

pred []

j succ [] j if0 [] w2 w3 j if0 r1 [] w3 j if0 r1 r2 [] j
x : [] j [] @ w1 j r0 @ [] j x x: [] j
unit [] j let x ( [] in w2 j
let x ( r1 in [] ...where ri 2 Residual-terms[bt
ml ]
Figure 8: Specialization rules for btml

each well-annotated term w (a) is a canonical annotated term of the appropriate type, or (b) is completely residual, or (c) can undergo a specialization step which preserves annotations. Moreover, each specialization step
w 7?!s w0 maintains ml convertibility on the corresponding erasures (i.e.,
bwc =ml bw0c).

Lemma 2 (specialization properties)

1. If ?d `bt e : nat[w : s] then w  pnq  e for some number n.
2. If ?d `bt e : 1 ! 2 [w : '1 ! '2 ] then w  x : w0, e  x : bw0c and
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?d ; x : 1['1] `bt bw0c : 2 [w0 : '2] for some w0 2 Terms[btml].
3. If ?d `bt e : e[w : 'e] then exactly one of the following statements holds:
(a) w  unit w0, e  unit bw0c and ?d `bt bw0c :  [w0 : '] for some
w0 2 Terms[btml], or
(b) w 7?!i w0 and ?d `bt bw0c : e[w0 : 'e] and e  bwc ?! ml bw0c.
4. If ?d `bt e : nat[w : d] then exactly one of the following statements
holds:
(a) w 2 Residual-terms[btml], or
(b) w 7?!s w0, ?d `bt bw0 c :  [w0 : d], and e  bwc  bw0c  pnq
for some number n.
5. If ?d `bt e : 1 ! 2 [w : d] then exactly one of the following statements
holds:
(a) w 2 Residual-terms[btml], or
(b) w 7?!s w0 and ?d `bt bw0 c :  [w0 : d] and e  bwc ?! ml bw0c.
6. If ?d `bt e : e[w : d] then exactly one of the following statements holds:
(a) w 2 Residual-terms[btml], or
(b) w 7?!s w0 and ?d `bt bw0 c : e[w0 : d] and e  bwc ?! ml bw0c.
Proof: by induction over the height of the derivation of ?d `bt e :  [w : ']
relying on the property that if we have both ?; x : 1['1] `bt e0 : 0 [w0 : '0 ]
and ? `bt e1 : 1[w1 : '1], then ? `bt e0 [x := e1 ] : 0 [w0[x := w1] : '0]. See
Appendix B for details.
It is easy to check that if w 7?!s w0 and w 7?!s w00 then w0  w00.
Furthermore, by Lemma 2, well-annotated terms r 2 Residual-terms[btml]
cannot undergo further specialization steps. This justi es the de nition of
the following (partial) function in terms of the re exive, transitive closure
of 7?!s .

De nition 5 (specializer)
For ?d `bt e : ng
at[w : d],

spec w = r i
where r 2 Residual-terms[btml].
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w

7?!s r

3.3 Correctness of binding-time analysis and specialization

A binding-time analysis is correct if it always produces sound directives.
Directives are unsound if they direct the specializer to attempt the reduction
of a non-redex. The last component of Lemma 2 implies that any bindingtime analysis satisfying our constraints is correct: when an annotated term
(with only dynamic free variables) is specialized, the specializer always nds
a redex to contract, or terminates because only residual components are left.
In other words, the specializer never \sticks" on a non-redex.

Theorem 2 (correctness of binding-time analysis)

For all ?d `bt e : ng
at[w : d], exactly one of the following statements holds:
1. spec w = r where r 2 Residual-terms[btml], or
2. spec w" and w heads an in nite sequence of specialization steps.

Proof: follows from the de nition of spec (De nition 5) and Lemma 2. See
Appendix B for details.

This statement of binding-time correctness is analogous to statements of
binding-time correctness for the -calculus [42, 54, 68].
A specializer is sound if its steps re ect a meaning-preserving transformation of the source program.

Theorem 3 (soundness of specialization)

For all ?d `bt e : ng
at[w : d],

spec w#

implies e  bspec wc

Proof: Given the de nition of spec (De nition 5) and Lemma 2, one has

e =ml bspec wc by induction over the number of specialization steps. The

soundness of the ml calculus (Theorem 1) then gives the desired result.

3.4 Partial evaluation

An oine partial evaluator for ml is obtained by composing binding-time
analysis with specialization. When supplied with a source expression e,
a binding-time assumption ?bt , and a collection of \known" data s , the
partial evaluator specializes the program to the known data as directed by
the binding-time analysis.
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De nition 6 (partial evaluator)

Let bta be a correct binding-time analysis, ?bt = ?s [ ?d be a binding-time
assumption for ? `ml e : ng
at, and s be a closed substitution compatible with
?s , then
pe e ?bt s def
= bspec (bta ?bt e)s c

The correctness theorem for the partial evaluator is analogous to Kleene's

Snm -theorem: partial evaluation computes a program specialized to known
input data (s ) such that running the specialized program on the remaining
input data (d ) yields a result observationally equivalent to the result of

running the source program on the complete input data.

Theorem 4 (correctness of partial evaluation)

Let ?bt = ?s [ ?d be a binding-time assumption for ? `ml e : g
nat, let s be
a closed substitution compatible with ?s , and let d be a closed substitution
compatible with b?d c. If (pe e ?bt s )#, then
ebs cd

 (pe e ?bt s)d

Proof: follows from Theorem 3 and the de nition of specialization (De nition 5) and partial evaluation (De nition 6). See Appendix B for details.

4 Call unfolding
At the core of a partial evaluator lies call unfolding. This basic transformation enables static information to be propagated across procedure boundaries. Call unfolding is implemented using the copy rule. Thus it is only
sound in a call-by-name setting such as Launchbury's [44]. In a call-by-value
setting, call unfolding is unsound (i.e., it does not preserve observational
equivalence).
For example, consider the following -term (under call-by-value), occurring in a static context where e1 is dynamic.
pred ((x : p43q) @ e1 )

Unfolding the inner call is unsound in general because e1 may diverge. Yet
a partial evaluator such as Lambda-Mix would unfold it [29, 30].
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Through a systematic insertion of let-expressions, partial evaluators such
as Similix or Schism ensure sound call unfolding [7, 9]. They would unfold
the term above into the following term
pred (let x = e1 in 43)

and would residualize the let expression to preserve the termination properties of the source term. Now a partial evaluator only needs to move the
context pred [] inside the let expression to enable a static reduction that
yields the expected answer. This may require a binding-time improvement,
as investigated in Section 5. The 7?!x steps below represent how the above
expression would be treated e.g., in Similix.
pred (let y

= e1 in (x : 43) @ y )

7 !x pred (let y = e1 in 43)
?
7?!x let y = e1 in pred 43
7?!x let y = e1 in 42

...unfold call
...binding-time improvement
...static computation

In ml , evaluation steps only occur in let contexts and thus their result
is named. Encodings of  into ml (such as those in Appendix A.2) insert
let constructs at all evaluation contexts (rather than in an ad hoc manner as above). Because of the more natural placement of let expressions,
the binding-time improvement step in the evaluation above is avoided |
specialization steps are simply reductions in the ml calculus.
For example, the call-by-value encoding of Appendix A.2 yields the following term (after performing some initial let: reductions).
e  let y1 ( Ev h[e1]i
in let y2 ( (x : unit p43q) @ y1
in pred y2

Assuming that e occurs in a static context and that Ev h[e1 ]i is dynamic,
binding-time analysis would associate e with the following annotated term
(where w1 is the annotation of Ev h[e1]i).
w  let y1 ( w1
in let y2 ( (x : unit p43q) @ y1
in pred y2
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Specialization reduces the inner let expression and yield the expected answer.

7?!s
7?!s
7?!s

w

let y1
let y1
let y1

( Ev h[e]i in let y2 ( unit p43q in pred y2
( Ev h[e]i in pred 43
( Ev h[e]i in unit 42

Finally, another advantage of phrasing partial evaluation in terms of
ml is that concepts of proper let-insertion and binding-time improvements
(as discussed in the following section) can be presented independently of
evaluation order. For example, our formalization of these concepts still
remains valid if one considers e.g., a mixed evaluation strategy [16].

5 Control-based binding-time improvements
The partial evaluator de ned in Section 3 is sensitive to the structure of
source programs. Consider the two following ml -convertible expressions.
e1  let v1 ( (let v2 ( x2 in succ x1 ) in e
...where v2 62 FV(e)
e2



let v2 ( x2 in let v1 ( succ x1 in e

Assume ?; x1 : nat; x2 : ng
at `ml e1 ; e2 : e, and let ?bt = ?0bt ; x1 : nat[s]; x2 : ng
at[d]
be binding-time assumptions for e1 and e2 (i.e., x1 is a static variable, x2 is
a dynamic variable).
Given the binding-time rules of Figures 6 and 7, e1 must map to the
following expression w1 for some w (i.e., ? `bt e1 : e[w1 : d] is derivable).
w1  let v1 ( (let v2 ( x2 in succ lift x1 ) in w
On the other hand, e2 may map to the following expression w2 for some w0
(i.e., ? `bt e2 : e[w2 : d] is derivable).
w2



let v2

( x2 in let v1 ( succ x1 in w0

In w1, the let associated with v1 is forced to be residual. In w2, it can be
eliminable | which may enable further static computations, particularly
within a loop.
This example captures in a nutshell the need for binding-time improvements: meaning-preserving transformations over source programs that enable more source expressions to be classi ed as static (and thus to be computed away statically, which yields more ecient specialized programs). In
this example, e1 can be \binding-time improved" by transforming it to e2
using the let.assoc reduction of ml calculus (see Figure 3).
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5.1 Flattening before binding-time analysis

The example above illustrates that the let.assoc reduction gives a useful
binding-time improvement. This (along with the fact that let.assoc is con uent and strongly normalizing [34]) suggests a general strategy for improving
binding times: before analyzing the binding times of a program, map this
program to its let.assoc normal form.
The following example, however, illustrates that this strategy does not
discover all binding-time improvements associated with the let.assoc reduction. During specialization, unfolding a call may expose attening opportunities that are not apparent in the source program.
For example, assume that the following variant of e1 above is in let.assoc
normal form.
e3  let v1 ( ((z : let v2 ( x2 in succ x1 ) @ p0q) in e
...where v2 62 FV(e)
Using the same binding-time assumptions ?bt as above, e3 maps to w3 below
for some w00 (i.e., the let associated with v2 is forced to be residual).
w3  let v1 ( ((z : let v2 ( x2 in succ lift x1 ) @ p0q) in w00
Specialization (after supply static data p42q for x1 includes the following
step.
let v1 ( ((z : let v2 ( x2 in succ lift p42q) @ p0q) in w00
7?!s let v1 ( (let v2 ( x2 in succ lift p42q) in w00
Note that this last term has the same problematic form as w1 above.

5.2 Flattening during specialization

The solution is to incorporate the attening rule let.assoc of Figure 3 as a
specialization step. One might be tempted to simply rede ne specialization
so that the specialization of w3 above proceeds as follows (i.e., a attening
step is taken whenever possible).
let v1 ( ((z : let v2 ( x2 in succ lift p42q) @ p0q) in w00
7?!s let v1 ( (let v2 ( x2 in succ lift p42q) in w00
7?!f let v2 ( x2 in let v1 ( succ lift p42q in w00
At this point, however, we are no better o than we were before since the
specialization directives indicate that the let associated with v1 must be
residualized.
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? `+bt e1 : e1 [w1 : d] ?; x : 1[d] `+bt e2 : e2[w2 : '] ()
? `+bt let x ( e1 in e2 : e2 [let x ( w1 in w2 : ']
Figure 9: Modi ed binding-time constraints for btml
Since it is the task of binding-time analysis to direct the specializer, the
binding-time analysis also must re ect the possible use of the let.assoc rule.
In the () rule of Figure 7, the body of the let is forced to have a specialization type (i.e., binding-time) of d since it cannot be consumed during
specialization. However, after adding the atten rule as a specialization step,
a static expression in the body of a let can be consumed. Allowing the body
of the let to have a static binding-time leads to the following annotation of
e3 above.
w4



let v1

( ((z : let v2 ( x2 in succ x1) @ p0q) in w000

A specializer which incorporates the attening rule now gives the desired
behaviour.
let v1 ( ((z : let v2 ( x2 in succ x1 ) @ p0q) in w000
7?!s let v1 ( (let v2 ( x2 in succ p42q) in w000
7?!f let v2 ( x2 in let v1 ( succ p42q in w000
7?!s let v2 ( x2 in let v1 ( unit p43q in w000
7?!s let v2 ( x2 in w000[v1 := p43q]
We formalize the modi ed binding-time analysis and specializer in the following sections.

5.2.1 Binding-time analysis

Replacing the () rule of Figure 7 with the () rule in Figure 9 gives improved constraints ? `+bt e :  [w : ']. The following property veri es that the
improved constraints are at least as \good" as the previous ones. The example above shows that in many cases the improved constraints are better,
i.e., they give more opportunities for static computation.

Property 1 ? `bt e :  [w : '] implies ? `+bt e :  [w : ']
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Proof: by induction over the derivation of ? `bt e :  [w : '].
Binding-time analysis is de ned as before (De nition 4). bta+ denotes
the analysis functions based on the improved constraints.

5.2.2 Specialization

Figure 10 gives specialization steps which incorporate the attening rules.
The rst attening rule gives the previously discussed binding-time improvements. The second rule is added for stylistic reasons. It simpli es the presentation so that attening does not occur in an interpreter context Ei but
only in specialization contexts Es . Essentially, the specializer will attempt
to apply attening rules rst. Otherwise, specialization proceeds as before.
Note that in applying the let.assoc reduction, a renaming may be necessary
to avoid variable capture (in Figure 3, the condition is that x1 62 FV(e3 )).
We assume that necessary renamings take place when using the attening
rules of Figure 10 and we omit the corresponding formalization.
The following lemma gives specialization properties for the btml terms
satisfying judgements of the form ?d `+bt e :  [w : ' ]. It only di ers from the
previous specialization properties (Lemma 2) in that the third component
(dealing with judgements of the form ?d `bt e : e[w : 'e]) now re ects the
improved treatment of let constructs.10

Lemma 3 (specialization properties)

1. If ?d `+bt e : nat[w : s] then w  pnq  e for some number n.
2. If ?d `+bt e : 1 ! 2 [w : '1 ! '2 ] then w  x : w0, e  x : bw0c and
?d ; x : 1['1] `+bt bw0c : 2 [w0 : '2] for some w0 2 Terms[btml].

3. If ?d `+bt e : e[w : 'e] then exactly one of the following statements holds:
(a) w  unit w0 , e  unit bw0 c and ? `+bt bw0 c :  [w0 : '] for some
w0 2 Terms[btml], or
(b) w 7?!i w0 and w 67?!f w00 and ?d `+bt bw0 c : e[w0 : 'e] and
e  bwc ?! ml bw0 c, or

10 The current statement of Lemma 3 makes a few format changes and one minor tech-

nical correction to the Lemma in the shorter MSCS version of this paper: subcases 3(b)
and 3(c) have been switched, and the condition w 67?!f w00 has been added to subcase
3(b) to ensure that only one of the subcases of component 3 hold.
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Flattening rules (where x1 62 FV(w3)):

( (let x1 ( w1 in w2) in w3 7?!f let x1 ( w1 in let x2 ( w2 in w3
let x2 ( (let x1 ( w1 in w2 ) in w3 7?!f let x1 ( w1 in let x2 ( w2 in w3
w 7?!f w0
w 7?!s+ w0
let x2

Interpretation rules:

7?!i unit pn + 1q
(x : w0) @ w1 7?!i w0[x := w1 ]
x x: w 7?!i w[x := x x: w]
let x ( unit w1 in w2 7?!i w2[x := w1 ]
succ pnq

w
Ei [w]

7 !i w 0
?
7?!i Ei[w0]
w 7?!i w0
w 7?!s+ w0

7?!i unit pnq
pred p0q 7?!i unit p0q
if0 p0q w2 w3 7?!i w2
if0 pn + 1q w2 w3 7?!i w3
pred pn + 1q

Ei ::=
where

let x ( [] in w2

w 67?!f w

00

Compilation rules:
lift pnq

Es ::=

w
Es [w]

7?!s+ pnq

?7 !s+ w0
7?!s+ Es[w0]

pred []

j succ [] j if0 [] w2 w3 j if0 r1 [] w3 j if0 r1 r2 [] j
x : [] j [] @ w1 j r0 @ [] j x x: [] j
unit [] j let x ( [] in w2 j
let x ( r1 in [] ...where ri 2 Residual-terms[bt
ml]
Figure 10: Modi ed specialization rules for btml
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(c) w  let x ( w1 in w2 , e  let x ( bw1c in bw2 c, and
?d `+bt bw1 c : e1 [w1 : d], ?d ; x : 1[d] `+bt bw2 c : e2 [w2 : 'e],
for some w1; w2 2 Terms[btml], or
(d) w 7?!f w0 and ?d `+bt bw0 c : e[w0 : 'e] and e  bwc ?! ml bw0 c.
4. If ?d `+bt e : nat[w : d] then exactly one of the following statements
holds:
(a) w 2 Residual-terms[btml], or
(b) w 7?!s+ w0, ?d `+bt bw0c :  [w0 : d], and e  bwc  bw0 c 
pnq for some number n.
5. If ?d `+bt e : 1 ! 2 [w : d] then exactly one of the following statements
holds:
(a) w 2 Residual-terms[btml], or
(b) w 7?!s+ w0 and ?d `+bt bw0 c :  [w0 : d] and e  bwc ?! ml bw0c.
6. If ?d `+bt e : e[w : d] then exactly one of the following statements holds:
(a) w 2 Residual-terms[btml], or
(b) w 7?!s+ w0 and ?d `+bt bw0 c : e[w0 : d] and e  bwc ?! ml bw0c.

Proof: by induction over the height of the derivation+ of ?d `+bt e :  [w : ']
relying on the property that if both ?; x : 1['1] `bt e0 : 0[w0 : '0] and
? `+bt e1 : 1 [w1 : '1 ] then ? `+bt e0[x := e1 ] : 0[w0[x := w1 ] : '0 ]. See Appendix B for details.

As before, if w 7?!s+ w0 and w 7?!s+ w00 then w0  w00. The de nitions of specialization and partial evaluation as well as the proofs of correctness of binding-time analysis, specialization, and partial evaluation proceed
exactly as before.

6 Equivalence with continuation-based specialization
Not only does the incorporation of the let.assoc lead to improved binding
times, but the resulting improved specializer captures the essence of controlbased binding-time improvements as found in, e.g., the partial evaluator
Similix [7]. To substantiate this claim, we recast Bondorf's continuationbased specializer [6] in terms of ml, and prove that this specializer is equivalent to the spec+ of Section 5.2.2.
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Interpretation rules:

h unit pn + 1q ; E~i i + a
h succ pnq ; E~i i + a

h unit w ; nil i + unit w

h unit p0q ; E~i i + a
h pred p0q ; E~i i + a

h unit pnq ; E~i i + a
h pred pn + 1q ; E~i i + a

h w3 ; E~i i + a

h w2 ; E~i i + a
h if0 p0q w2 w3 ; E~i i + a

h if0 pn + 1q w2 w3 ; E~i i + a

h w0[x := w1] ; E~i i + a
h (x : w0) @ w1 ; E~i i + a

h w[x := x x: w] ; E~i i + a
h x x: w ; E~i i + a

h w1 ; let x (  :: E~i i + a
in w2

h let x ( w1 ; E~i i + a

(Push)

x 62 FV(E~i )

in w2

h w2[x := w1] ; E~i i + a
h unit w1 ; let x (  :: E~i i + a (Pop)
in w2

Figure 11: Continuation-based specializer for btml (part 1)
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Compilation rules:

h pnq ; nil i + pnq

h x ; nil i + x

h lift pnq ; nil i + pnq

h w ; nil i + r
h unit w ; nil i + unit r
h w ; nil i + r
h succ w ; nil i + succ r

h w ; nil i + r
h pred w ; nil i + pred r

h w ; nil i + r
h x : w ; nil i + x : r

h w ; nil i + r
h x x: w ; nil i + x x: r

h w1 ; nil i + r1
h w2 ; nil i + r2
h w1 @ w2 ; nil i + r1 @ r2
h w1 ; nil i + r1
h w2 ; nil i + r2
h w3 ; nil i + r3
h if0 w1 w2 w3 ; nil i + if0 r1 r2 r3
h w1 ; nil i + r1
h w2 ; E~i i + r2 (Assoc)
h let x ( w1 in w2 ; E~i i + let x ( r1 in r2

x 62 FV(E~i)

Figure 12: Continuation-based specializer for btml (part 2)
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Figures 11 and 12 present the continuation-based specializer as a big-step
operational semantics. Bondorf's specializer is expressed denotationally, but
there are standard techniques for going from a denotational speci cation to
an operational one [53].11 The specializer manipulates con gurations of the
form h w ; E~i i where w 2 Terms[btml ] and E~i is a stack of interpretation contexts (i.e., E~i is a continuation). The intuition is that E~i accumulates static
contexts (via the (Push) rule) and if possible moves them across dynamic let
expressions to consume static values in the let body (via the (Assoc) rule).
The (Pop) rule consumes a static value by reducing the top-most let in E~i .
In dynamic contexts (e.g., in the compilation rules), there is no need to accumulate contexts (i.e., the stack is delimited to be nil | which corresponds
to the identity continuation).
The free variable restrictions in the (Push) and (Assoc) rules are analogous to the free variable restrictions on the attening rules of Figure 10.
The following is the fairly obvious extension of the notion of free variables
to stacks of interpretation contexts.12
FV(nil) = ;
FV(let x (  :: E~i ) = (FV(w2) ? fxg) [ FV(E~i)
in w2

Derivations in the continuation-based specializer give rise to context
stacks that are well-formed in the following sense.

De nition 7 (well-formed context stack)

 nil is well-formed; and
 let x (  :: E~i is well-formed if E~i is well-formed and x 2= FV(E~i).
in w2

11 For stylistic reasons we have deviated slightly from Bondorf's presentation, where all

the rules for dynamic constructs are expressed in continuation-passing style, and dynamic
contexts are thus accumulated as well. This accumulation, however, is not necessary since
continuations are only used to move static contexts across dynamic let expressions. Based
on this observation (made during our initial work, in the Fall of 1994), we have written
our rules so that components of dynamic constructs (e.g., if0) are specialized with respect
to the identity continuation (i.e., nil).
12 The material from the current paragraph down to the statement of Theorem 5 were
omitted from the shorter version of this paper due to space constraints. Also, the free
variable constraints on the (Push) (Figure 11) and (Assoc) (Figure 12) rules were not
made explicit in the shorter version.
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Intuitively, context stacks
E~i  let x1 (  ::    ::
in w1

let xn
in wn

(  :: nil

in the continuation-based specializer arise from contexts of the form
let xn

( (   let x1 (  in w1   ) in wn:

in the term being specialized. As discussed in Section 5, for all i and for all
j > i, -conversion can give xi 2= FV(wj ).
The following property states that continuation-based specialization does
indeed give rise to well-formed contexts. We write D . h w ; E~i i + a when
D is a derivation of h w ; E~i i + a).

Property 2 (well-formed context stacks are preserved)

If D . h w ; E~i i + a and E~i is a well-formed context stack, then for all sub0
0
derivations D0 . h w0 ; E~i i + a0 of D, E~i is a well-formed context stack.

Proof: by complete induction over the height of D. The only interesting

case is the (Push) rule, and the side condition ensures that the property
holds for the immediate subderivation.
The following theorem establishes the correspondence between the continuation-based specializer and spec+ of Section 5.2.2.

Theorem 5 For ?d `+bt e : ngat[w : d],

h w ; nil i + r i w 7?!s+ r

Proof: The proof is straightforward and follows the standard pattern for

relating a big-step and small-step operational semantics [32, p. 111]. However, one must strengthen the statement to prove so as to handle arbitrary
stacks of interpretation contexts in the inductive hypothesis. The full proof
is in Appendix B.3.
Bondorf's presentation [6] did not include a speci cation of binding-time
analysis. However, our connection of continuation-based specialization and
spec+ shows that the constraints given by ? `+bt e :  [w : '] judgements are
the proper ones (appealing to the correctness of binding-time analysis for
spec+ ).
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7 Related work
7.1 Computational meta-languages

Moggi introduced his computational metalanguage as a convenient format
to specify denotational semantics modularly [48]. This metalanguage has
been used for a variety of purposes including treating computational e ects
in functional languages [24, 31, 47, 63, 66], staging denotational-semantics
de nitions [12] and compiler translations [3, 36, 60], and explaining relationships between various constructive logics [4]. In an earlier work [34, 36],
we have used this metalanguage to formalize the structure of continuationpassing styles.
Inspired by the present work, Nielsen has recently developed an evaluation-order independent presentation of partial evaluation and deforestation using Moggi's metalanguage [49]. The distinction between values and
computations given by the metalanguage type system (upon which we have
relied heavily) lies at the foundation of his work as well. This continues
a trend of unifying various program-specialization techniques [62]. Clearly
ml stands as a promising testbed for this uni cation.
As noted above, the metalanguage and monads are commonly used to
structure functional programs with computational e ects. Both Nielsen [49]
and Dussart and Thiemann [22] use monads to structure I/O and state in
the partial evaluator itself.
Particular aspects of Moggi's metalanguage highlighted in the present
work also appear in other metalanguages. For example, Talcott uses letexpressions to specify computational steps [64]. Sabry and Felleisen demonstrate how a let-based intermediate language (called A-normal forms) can
give bene ts similar to CPS in data ow analysis [58, 59].
Moggi also gave a computational -calculus c . c is essentially a call-byvalue -calculus extended with equations that capture program equivalences
holding under arbitrary monadic e ects. It is straightforward to adapt our
evaluation-order independent presentation based on ml to a call-by-value
presentation based on c . This alternative presentation expresses controlbased binding-time improvements via the monadic laws as formulated in c .
The reassociation of let expressions is again a prominent feature. In fact,
the c presentation has strong connections with the work of Flanagan et al.
[25] on the essence of compiling with continuations.
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7.2 Partial evaluation
7.2.1 Styles of speci cation

The earliest work on partial evaluation as a two-phase process speci ed
binding-time analysis as an abstract interpretation [43]. Since the work of
Jones and Gomard [29, 30], binding-time analysis is more often speci ed
using type systems (we have followed this approach in the present work).
Palsberg [54] and Wand [68] further clarify the r^ole of such speci cations in
their work on the correctness of binding-time analysis.
Specializers have mostly been speci ed as symbolic interpreters in functional style [42]. We note, however, a recent trend (including the present
work) to use operational semantics for specifying specializers [1, 18, 33, 61,
62]. In fact, the rst author has shown that by emphasizing the logical character of type-based and operational semantics speci cations, the correctness
of a partial evaluator can be mechanically veri ed [35].
Davies and Pfenning have developed a language for expressing staged
computation based on the intuistionistic modal logic S4 [20, 19]. The type
system of this language is strikingly similar to that of Moggi's computational metalanguage. A modality analogous to the e construction of Moggi
is used to type code objects (in our terminology, objects whose specialization type is dynamic). Their language also includes a let construct which
can act as an \eval function". However, even though types and terms of
both languages are quite similar, the similarity is super cial in the context
of our application of the metalanguage. In our setting, staging information
is not represented using the modality (as with Davies and Pfenning). Instead it is represented using specialization types which are external to the
types of the meta-language itself. In our case, the modality is used to distinguish values from computations | a distinction not captured in Davies and
Pfenning's work. Benton, Bierman, and de Paiva [4] esh out connections
between Moggi's computational metalanguage and the modal logic S4 in a
more general context.

7.2.2 Call unfolding and let insertion

Most specializers ensuring sound call-unfolding under call-by-value adopt
the technique of let insertion, as discussed in Section 4. One may, however,
also enforce soundness by simply not unfolding calls where the argument
expression is dynamic, at the price of reducing specialization. This must
be expressed in the binding-time analysis by forbidding binding-times such
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as d ! s (i.e., a static function mapping a dynamic argument into a static
result). This restriction in fact also occurs in Nielson and Nielson's twolevel -calculus [52]: the co-domain of a static function should be at least
as dynamic as the domain of this function.
In contrast, consider a partial evaluator (e.g., Similix) that (1) ensures
sound call-unfolding by let insertion, and (2) performs binding-time improvements by relocating static evaluation contexts inside dynamic let expressions.
This partial evaluator does not constrain the domain and the codomain of
static (call-by-value) functions. For example, in the term
((x : 2)@ d) + 1
where d denotes a dynamic integer, the -abstraction is classi ed as a static
function mapping a dynamic integer into a static integer (i.e., its binding
time is d ! s). As a corollary, the addition is classi ed as static. The residual
program reads
let x ( d in 3:
In both techniques above, the possible binding times (i.e., specialization types) are tied to the strategy used to enforce sound call unfolding.
A pleasant feature of phrasing partial evaluation in terms of ml is that
the characterization of sound call unfolding and possible binding times are
orthogonal. The distinction between values and computations in the type
system means that static functions with specialization types such as d ! s
can always be dealt with in a sound manner. It is the encoding into ml
where one adopts a technique for a particular evaluation order.

7.2.3 Binding-time improvements

Consel and Danvy observed that a source transformation into continuationpassing style prevented a class of loss of static information across procedures,
and they provided a syntactic characterization of this class [10]. Holst and
Gomard observed that part of the same e ect (intra-procedural and insensitive to call unfolding) could be obtained by \ attening" each source procedure [39]. Bondorf, Danvy, and Lawall observed that a further part of the
same e ect (accounting for call unfolding, but not crossing specialization
points) could be obtained by speci c control operations in the specializer
itself [6, 45], rather than by CPS-transforming the program before partial
evaluation. Our framework achieves this e ect by extending the operational semantics of specialization with the let.assoc rule. This development
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matches contemporary work on determining the e ect of the CPS transformation on ow analysis [51, 59]: enriching a direct-style calculus can yield
analyses with an added precision that matches the extra precision obtained
by the relocation of contexts performed by the CPS transformation.
Section 6 shows how the theory of monads captures the essence of controlbased binding-time improvements. This has practical bene ts as well | it
allows one to avoid using a functional representation of continuations in
the specializer (one need only use the let.assoc rule). The disadvantage of
representing continuations as functions shows up in a self-applicable partial
evaluator, as self-application generates programs with many higher-order
functions. Such programs are more dicult to reason about, e.g., when
searching for binding-time improvements. This diculty motivated Lawall
and Danvy to stick to direct style [45], and Gluck and Jrgensen to devise
a multi-level cogen [27]. Thiemann has united both lines of work [65]. In
the present case, and since continuation-passing style can be obtained from
monadic style by simply selecting (a term representation of) the continuation
monad, our method provides sound guidelines for treating continuations in
an oine partial evaluator.
We also expect our technique to be particularly useful in online selfapplicable program specializers (e.g., supercompilers). In fact, preliminary
work by the rst author and Gluck on online self-application uses a language
called Sgraph [28] where let-bindings (in the style of ml ) are a central feature
[37].
Let us brie y attempt a taxonomy of continuation-based partial evaluators. The earliest one is reported in the literature by Bondorf [6]. Its goal
is precisely to relocate static contexts across dynamic let expressions, as in
the CPS transformation. The particular brand of continuation-passing style
used for this relocation is expressible in direct style, using control operators
(again as in the CPS transformation). In fact, this direct-style specializer
turns out to be more ecient in practice [45]. A parallel development is
taking place in the \cogen" approach to partial evaluation [8, 46, 65]. All
these continuation-based specializers are speci ed as symbolic interpreters
in functional style. An increasing number of specializers, however, are speci ed operationally. We have presented here such a specializer, which is
continuation-based and delimits control to static contexts. This novel feature can be observed to be rippling back into the world of functional specializers, both with explicit continuations and with implicit continuations and
the associated control operators [21].
As for data- ow binding-time improvements, they arise from insucient
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binding-time coercions [17, 18]. In particular, the binding-time improvement
arising from the presence of booleans and disjoint sums is known as \The
Trick" [18, 42]. Because of the nature of disjoint sums, this coercion takes
the form of a control-based binding-time improvement: The Trick amounts
to duplicating static contexts across dynamic case expressions. Again, continuations can be used to move static contexts across dynamic conditional
expressions, duplicating them in the conditional branches. This transformation, however, can also be naturally accomplished using the computational
meta-language [36]. It gives rise to an analogue of Figure 9 for if0, and to a
context duplication in Figure 12. It is interesting to note (this observation
is due to Malmkjr) that if we consider a let expression as a \unary" case
expression (i.e., a case expression with one conditional branch), then our
let-rearranging rules coincide with the case-rearranging rules (also known as
commuting conversions) that can be found both in partial evaluation [18],
program extraction [55], and natural-deduction proof theory [26, 57].

7.2.4 Evaluation-order independence

We have formulated control-based binding-time improvements via monads
using the computational meta-language because it allows an evaluationorder independent view of binding-time analysis and specialization. This
appears particularly useful in settings where adopting mixed evaluation
strategies (e.g., call-by-name and call-by-value) can be employed to enhance
eciency [16]. In addition, Nielsen and Srensen have identi ed situations
where transforming sections of call-by-value programs using the call-byname CPS transformation can increase specialization [50]. The evaluationorder independent partial-evaluation strategy that we have given here seems
well-suited for this endeavour since ml allows one to encode mixed evaluation strategies while remaining in direct style [34].

8 Conclusion
Partial evaluation o ers a practical way of staging the execution of programs
in order to adapt them to the context of their execution. We have identi ed
Moggi's computational metalanguage as a useful intermediate language for
formalizing it. As a rst step, we have formalized binding-time analysis
and program specialization. Then we have shown how the intermediate
language captures the essence of control-based binding-time improvements.
Other work gives evidence that the metalanguage can provide an avenue for
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e 2 Terms[]
e ::= x j f j pnq j succ e
if0 e1 e2 e3 j x :  : e
x
f

j pred e j
j e 0 @ e1 j

x f : : e

2 Identi ers[]
2 RecIdenti ers[]

 2 Types[]
 ::= nat j 1 ! 2

? 2 Assumptions[]
? ::=  j ?; x :  j ?; f : 
Figure 13: The language 
(a) incorporating other computational e ects into partial evaluation such as
I/O and state, and (b) unifying various program-specialization techniques.
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A The Language 
A.1 Syntax

Figure 13 presents the syntax of a PCF-like language . We omit the usual
typing rules as well as the call-by-name and call-by-value operational semantics for .
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The syntax of  includes two categories of identi ers: Identi ers are
used in -bindings; RecIdenti ers are used in x-bindings. This distinction
is necessary under call-by-value evaluation of , where Identi ers will only
bind to canonical terms (i.e., values) whereas RecIdenti ers may bind to
non-canonical terms (i.e., computations). This is re ected in the formal
de nition of values below.

De nition 8 (Values)

v 2 Valuesn []
v ::= pnq j x : e

v 2 Valuesv []
v ::= x j pnq j x : e

A.2 Encoding  evaluation in ml

Figures 14 and 15 give the call-by-name and call-by-value encodings of  in
ml . In the call-by-name encoding, function arguments are passed unevaluated. This is re ected in the transformation on types, i.e., functions map
computations to computations. In the call-by-value encoding, evaluation of
function arguments is forced using the let construct. This is re ected in the
transformation on types, i.e., functions map values to computations.13

B Proofs
B.1 Properties of partial evaluation

The section gives the proofs for various partial evaluation properties and
theorems occuring in Sections 3 and 4. We begin by considering various
properties needed for the proof of Lemma 2 of Section 3.

Property 3 (substitution and binding-time constraints)
If ?; x : 1['1] `bt e0 : 0 [w0 : '0] and ? `bt e1 : 1 [w1 : '1] then

? `bt e0 [x := e1 ] : 0 [w0[x := w1] : '0 ]:

Proof: The proof is a simple induction over the derivation of ?; x : 1['1] `bt
e0 : 0 [w0 : '0 ] and is omitted.

13 One can also give a call-by-value encoding where functions map computations to

computations. Instead of forcing evaluation of function arguments in the application
structure (as in Ev ), evaluation is forced immediately after an argument is received by a
function [36].
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En h[]i
En h[v]i
En h[x]i
Enh[f ]i
En h[succ e]i
En h[pred e]i
Enh[if0 e0 e1 e2]i
Enh[e0 @ e1]i
En h[ x f: e]i

:  ! ml
= unit En hv i
= x
= f
= let y ( En h[e]i in succ y
= let y ( En h[e]i in pred y
= let y0 ( En h[e0 ]i in if0 y0 En h[e1 ]i En h[e2 ]i
= let y0 ( En h[e0 ]i in y0 @ En h[e1 ]i
= x f: En h[e]i

En hi : Valuesn [] ! ml
Enhpnqi = pnq
Enhx : ei = x : Enh[e]i
En hnati = nat
En h1 ! 2i = En h[1]i !En h[2]i
Enh[ ]i = En h i

^

Enh[?; x :  ]i = En h[?]i; x : Enh[ ]i
Enh[?; f :  ]i = En h[?]i; f : Enh[ ]i
Figure 14: Call-by-name encoding En into ml
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Ev h[]i
Ev h[v]i
Ev h[f ]i
Ev h[succ e]i
Ev h[pred e]i
Ev h[if0 e0 e1 e2]i
Ev h[e0 @ e1]i
Ev h[ x f: e]i
Ev hi
Ev hpnqi
Ev hxi
Ev hx : ei

:  ! ml
= unit Ev hv i
= f
= let y ( Ev h[e]i in succ y
= let y ( Ev h[e]i in pred y
= let y0 ( Ev h[e0]i in if0 y0 Ev h[e1]i Ev h[e2]i
= let y0 ( Ev h[e0]i in let y1 ( Ev h[e1 ]i in y0 @ y1
= x f: Ev h[e]i
:
=
=
=

Valuesv [] ! ml

pnq

x
x : Ev h[e]i

Ev hnati = nat
Ev h1 ! 2i = Ev h1i!Ev h[2]i
Ev h[ ]i = Ev h i

]

Ev h[?; x :  ]i = Ev h[?]i; x : Ev h i
Ev h[?; f :  ]i = Ev h[?]i; f : Ev h[ ]i
Figure 15: Call-by-value encoding Ev into ml
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Property 4 (substitution and erasing)

For all w0; w1 2 Terms[btml ],

bw0[x := w1]c  bw0c[x := bw1c]

Proof: The proof is a simple induction over the structure of w0 and is

omitted.

Proof of Lemma 2: The proof is by induction over the derivation of ?d `bt

e :  [w : ']. We give illustrative cases. Note that for residual constructs, the
desired properties follow directly from the IH. The case for succ w below

illustrates this.
Recall that given ? `bt e :  [w : '], e  bwc (see Section 3). We use this
property often without giving explicit reference in the proof below.
case ?d `bt x : ?(x):type[x : ?(x):spec-type]:
We must have ?(x):spec-type  d since ?d contains only dynamic variables. It is possible that cases 4, 5, and 6 of Lemma 2 apply. But in
each case, the conditions are satis ed since x 2 Residual-terms[btml] (because x is dynamic) by de nition of Residual-terms[btml], and x cannot
undergo a specialization step.
case ?d `bt pnq : nat[pnq : s]:
Immediate.
case ?d `bt pnq : nat[pnq : d]:
Case 4 applies and since pnq 2 Residual-terms[btml] and pnq cannot
undergo a specialization step, the conditions are satis ed.
case ?d `bt succ e : ng
at [succ w : es]
because ?d `bt e : nat[w : s]:
Case 3 applies. Since subcase 3(a) cannot hold, we show that subcase 3(b) holds. By IH, w  pnq and thus succ pwq 7?!i unit pn + 1q.
Since we have ?d `bt bunit pn + 1qc : ng
at [unit pn + 1q : es] and we also
have succ pnq  bsucc pnqc ?! ml bunit pn + 1qc, the conditions of subcase 3(b) are satis ed.
case ?d `bt succ e : ng
at [succ w : d]
because ?d `bt e : nat[w : d]:
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Case 6 applies, and by IH either subcase 4(a) or subcase 4(b) holds for

w.

case 4(a):
Then w 2 Residual-terms[btml ] and w cannot undergo a specialization step. The conditions of 6(a) are satis ed since succ w 2
Residual-terms[btml ] and note succ w cannot undergo a specialization
step.
case 4(b):
Then w 7?!s w0 , ?d `bt bw0c :  [w0 : d], and e  bw0c  bwc 
pnq for some number n. Since we have succ w 7?!s succ w0 , ?d `bt
bsucc w0c : ng
at [succ w0 : d], and succ e  bsucc wc ?! ml bsucc w0 c,
the conditions of 6(b) are satis ed.
case ?d `bt x : e0 : 1 ! e2 [x : w0 : '1 ! '2 ]
because ?d ; x : 1['1] `bt e0 : e2 [w0 : '2]:
Case 2 applies and the conditions are satis ed since w  x : w0, e 
bx : w0c  x : bw0c  x : e0 (by properties of bc | see Section 3.1.3),
and ?d ; x : 1['1 ] `bt bw0 c : 2[w0 : '2 ] | where w and e are as de ned in
Lemma 2 case 2.
case ?d `bt e0 @ e1 : e2 [w0 @ w1 : '2]
because ?d `bt e0 : 1 ! e2 [w0 : '1 ! '2 ] and ? `bt e1 : 1 [w1 : '1]:
It follows from the relationship between types and specialization types
(see Figure 5) that either '2  'f02 (i.e., case 3 applies), or '2  d (i.e.,
case 6 applies).
Case 3:
Note subcase 3(a) cannot hold, so we show subcase 3(b) holds. By
IH, w0  x : w00 , e0  bx : w00 c  x : bw00 c, and ?d ; x : 1['1] `bt
bw00 c : 2[w00 : '2]. Now (x : w00 ) @ w1 7?!i w00 [x := w1] and ?d `bt
bw00 c[x := e1] : 2[w00 [x := w1] : '2] by Property 3.
Finally,
e0 @ e1  b(x : w00 ) @ w1c
 (x : bw00 c) @ bw1c

?!ml
bw00 c[x := bw1c]  bw00 [x := w1]c

where the last identity follows by Property 4. Thus, the conditions
of subcase 3(b) are satis ed.
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Case 6:
Note subcase 6(a) cannot hold since w0 @ w1 is not residual. To show
subcase 6(b) holds, one follows exactly the steps used to show subcase
3(b) above.
case ?d `bt x x: e : e[ x x: w : 'e]
because ?d ; x : e['e] `bt e : e[w : 'e]:
Case 3 applies, and since subcase 3(a) cannot hold, we only need to
show that subcase 3(b) holds. We have x x: w 7?!i w[x := x x: w]
and ?d `bt e[x := x x: e] : e[w[x := x w: w] : 'e] by Property 3.
Finally, x x: e  b x x: wc  x x: bwc and
x x: bwc ?!ml bwc[x := x x: bwc]  bw[x := x x: w]c where the last
identity follows by Property 4. Thus, the conditions of subcase 3(b) are
satis ed.
case ?d `bt let x ( e1 in e2 : e2[let x ( w1 in w2 : '2 ]
because ?d `bt e1 : e1 [w1 : 'f1 ] and ?d ; x : 1['1] `bt e2 : e2 [w2 : '2]:
It follows from the relationship between types and specialization types
(see Figure 5) that either '2  'f02 (i.e., case 3 applies), or '2  d (i.e.,
case 6 applies).
Case 3:
Note subcase 3(a) cannot hold, so we show subcase 3(b) holds. By
IH, case 3 applies for w1.
Case 3(a) for w1:
Then w1  unit w10 , e1  unit bw10 c and ?d `bt bw10 c : 1 [w10 : '1].
Now let x ( unit w10 in w2 7?!i w2[x := w10 ] and
?d `bt bw2 c[x := bw10 c] : e2 [w00 [x := w1] : '2 ] by Property 3.
Finally,
let x ( e1 in e2  blet x ( unit w10 in w2c
 let x ( unit bw10 c in bw2c
?! ml

bw2c[x := bw10 c]  bw2[x := w10 ]c

where the last identity follows by Property 4. Thus, the conditions of subcase 3(b) are satis ed.
Case 3(b) for w1 :
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Then w1 7?!i w10 and ?d `bt bw10 c : e1 [w10 : 'f1] and
e1  bw1c ?!ml bw10 c.
Therefore, let x ( w1 in w2 7?!i let x ( w10 in w2 and
?d `bt let x ( bw10 c in e2 : e2[let x ( w10 in w2 : '2 ] and
let x ( e1 in e2  blet x ( w1 in w2c
 let x ( bw1c in bw2c
?! ml
let x ( bw10 c in bw2c  blet x ( w10 in w2 c:

Thus, the conditions of subcase 3(b) are satis ed.
Case 6:
Note subcase 6(a) cannot hold since let x ( w1 in w2 is not residual.
To show subcase 6(b) holds, one follows exactly the steps used to
show subcase 3(b) above.
case ?d `bt e : nat[lift w : d]
because ?d `bt e : nat[w : s]:
Case 4 applies, and note that subcase 4(a) cannot hold since lift w is not
residual. So we show that subcase 4(b) holds. By IH, case 1 applies to w,
and therefore w  pnq  e for some number n. Now lift pnq 7?!s pnq
and ?d `bt pnq : nat[pnq : d] and e  blift pnqc  bpnqc  pnq.
We now give the proof of Theorem 2 which establishes the correctness
of the binding-time analysis constraints.

Proof of Theorem 2: Clearly, either spec w# or spec w".
Case spec w#:
By the de nition of spec, there exists an r 2 Residual-terms[btml ] such
that spec w = r.
Case spec w": In this case we have two possibilities.
1. For all w0 such that w 7?!s w0, there exists a w00 such that w0 7?!s
w00 (i.e., w heads an in nite series of specialization steps).
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2. There exists an a 62 Residual-terms[btml] such that w 7?!s a and
there does not exist an a0 such that a 7?!s a0 . However, this cannot
be the case since by induction over the number of steps in w 7?!s a,
Lemma 2 tells up that either a 2 Residual-terms[btml ] or a 7?!s a0
for some a0 .
Given Lemma 2, the correctness of binding-time analysis (Theorem 2),
and the soundness of specialization (Theorem 3), we can now establish the
correctness of partial evaluation (Theorem 4).

Proof of Theorem 4:

Assume (pe e ?bt s )#. The de nition of partial evaluation (De nition 6)
implies that spec (bta ?bt e)s#.
By de nition of binding-time analysis (De nition 4), we have
?bt = ?s [ ?d `bt e : ng
at[(bta ?bt e) : d]

and by repeated application of Property 3 (substitution and binding-time
constraints),
?d `bt ebs c : ng
at[(bta ?bt e)s : d]:
Now since spec (bta ?bt e)s#, by induction on the number of specialization
steps (applying Lemma 2), we have
ebs c =ml bspec (bta ?bt e)s c:

We can now reason as follows.
ebs c =ml bspec (bta ?bt e)s c
) ebs cd =ml bspec (bta ?bt e)scd
...by substitutivity of ml
) ebs cd =ml pe e ?bt sd
...by de nition of pe (De nition 6)
) ebs cd  pe e ?bt sd
...by soundness of ml (Theorem 1)
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B.2 Control-based binding-time improvements

The section gives the proofs for various partial evaluation properties and
theorems occuring in Sections 5. As before, we need a simple property
showing how substitution interacts with the extended binding-time rules.

Property 5 (substitution
and binding-time
constraints)
+
+
If ?; x : 1['1] `bt e0 : 0 [w0 : '0] and ? `bt e1 : 1 [w1 : '1] then

? `+bt e0 [x := e1 ] : 0 [w0[x := w1] : '0 ]:

Proof: The proof is a simple induction over the derivation of ?; x : 1['1] `+bt
e0 : 0 [w0 : '0 ] and is omitted.

Proof+ of Lemma 3: The proof is by induction over the derivation of

?d `bt e :  [w : ']. Note that only component 3 of Lemma 3 di ers from the
previously proven Lemma 2. Therefore we need only rework the cases to
which component 3 applies and the cases that rely on component 3 in the
inductive hypothesis.
Component 3 applies to cases where the resulting annotated terms include succ w, pred w, w0 @ w1 (subcase 3(b) applies), and unit w (subcase
3(a) applies). In these cases, the proof is exactly the same as for Lemma 2.
Component 3 also applies to let x ( w1 in w2. This case must be reworked
since it may now satisfy subcase 3(b) or subcase 3(d). In addition, the case
let x ( w1 in w2 can now fall under component 3 whereas in Lemma 2 it
could not.
case ?d `+bt let x ( e1 in e2 : e2[let x ( w1 in w2 : '2 ]
because ?d `+bt e1 : e1 [w1 : 'f1 ] and ?d ; x : 1['1] `+bt e2 : e2 [w2 : '2]:
It follows from the relationship between types and specialization types
(see Figure 5) that either '2  'f02 (i.e., case 3 applies), or '2  d (i.e.,
case 6 applies).
Case 3:
Note neither subcase 3(a) nor 3(c) can hold, so we show subcase 3(b)
holds or 3(d) holds. By IH, case 3 applies for w1.
Case 3(a) for w1: (proceeding identically to the proof of Lemma
2).
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Then w1  unit w10 , e1  unit bw10 c and ?d `+bt bw10 c : 1 [w10 : '1].
Now let x ( unit w10 in w2 7?!i w2[x := w10 ] and
?d `+bt bw2 c[x := bw10 c] : e2 [w00 [x := w1] : '2 ] by Property 5.
Finally,
let x ( e1 in e2  blet x ( unit w10 in w2c
 let x ( unit bw10 c in bw2c
?! ml

bw2c[x := bw10 c]  bw2[x := w10 ]c

where the last identity follows by Property 4. Thus, the conditions of subcase 3(b) are satis ed.
Case 3(b) for w1 :
If w1 6 let y ( w3 in w4 then the proof proceeds as in Lemma 2.
That is, w1 7?!i w10 , ?d `+bt bw10 c : e1 [w10 : 'f1 ] and
e1  bw1c ?!ml bw10 c.
Therefore, let x ( w1 in w2 7?!i let x ( w10 in w2 and
?d `+bt let x ( bw10 c in e2 : e2[let x ( w10 in w2 : '2 ] and
let x ( e1 in e2  blet x ( w1 in w2c
 let x ( bw1c in bw2c
?! ml
let x ( bw10 c in bw2c  blet x ( w10 in w2 c:

Thus, the conditions of subcase 3(b) are satis ed.
If w1  let y ( w3 in w4 , then we show that the conditions of
subcase 3(d) are satis ed. First of all, note that only subcase
3(d) can be satis ed since the resulting term must undergo a
attening step. We have
let x ( (let y ( w3 in w4)
in w2

7?!f

let y ( w3
in let x ( w4
in w2

Now ?d ; x : 1['1] `+bt e2 : e2 [w2 : '2 ] and it follows that
?d ; y : 3['3]; x : 1['1] `+bt e2 : e2[w2 : '2] since y 62 FV(w2).
Now we also have ?d ; y : 3['3] `+bt bw4c : e1[w4 : 'f1].
From this we have
?d ; y : 3['3] `+bt let x ( bw4c in bw2c : e2[let x ( w4 in w2 : '2]:
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Furthermore,
?d `+bt let y ( bw3 c

in let x ( bw4c
in bw2c

: e2[let y ( w3 in let x ( w4 in w2 : '2 ]:

Now
let x ( (let y ( e3 in e4 ) in e2
 blet x ( (let y ( w3 in w4) in w2c
 let x ( (let y ( bw3c in bw4c) in bw2c
?! ml let y ( bw3c in let x ( bw4c in bw2c
 blet y ( w3 in let x ( w4 in w2c

Thus, the conditions of subcase 3(d) are satis ed.
Case 3(c) for w1 (i.e., w1  let y ( w3 in w4 )
and case 3(d) for w1 (i.e., w1  let y ( w3 in w4):
In either of these cases, let x ( w1 in w2 must undergo a attening step and the proof proceeds as in the case above (i.e., the
conditions of subcase 3(d) are satis ed).
Case 6:
Note subcase 6(a) cannot hold since let x ( w1 in w2 is not residual.
To show subcase 6(b) holds, one follows exactly the steps used to
show subcase 3(b) or 3(d) for let x ( w1 in w2 above.
case ?d `+bt let x ( e1 in e2 : e2[let x ( w1 in w2 : '2 ]
because ?d `+bt e1 : e1 [w1 : d] and ?d ; x : 1[d] `+bt e2 : e2[w2 : '2]:
It follows from the relationship between types and specialization types
(see Figure 5) that either '2  'f02 (i.e., case 3 applies), or '2  d
(i.e., case 6 applies). If case 6 applies, the we are essentially treating
the \unextended" form of the binding time rule for residual let's | the
proof proceeds as in Lemma 2. If case 3 applies, then it is immediately
obvious that the conditions for subcase 3(c) (and only this subcase) are
satis ed.
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B.3 Equivalence with continuation-based specialization

This section proves Theorem 5, which establishes the equivalence of the specializer with attening rules of Section 5 and the continuation-based specializer of Section 6. This requires showing that
1. specialization using the attening specializer entails a corresponding
continuation-based specialization, i.e.,
w

7?!s+ r implies h w ; nil i + r

2. specialization using the continuation-based specializer entails a corresponding attening specialization, i.e.,

h w ; nil i + r implies w 7?!s+ r:
In what follows, we refer to the above statements as part (1) and part (2) of
Theorem 4. We treat part (1), and begin by establishing several preliminary
properties.
The property below states that the specialization of an already at interpretation context is equivalent the specialization of the corresponding
non- at interpretation context (which gets attened by the specializer).

Property 6 (context stack splitting)

For all x1 ; x2; w; w2; w3 2 Terms[btml ] and context stacks E~i 1 , E~i 2 such that
E~i 1 ++ (let x1 ( 
:: E~i 2 ) is a well-formed context stack, and x1 2=
in let x2
in w3

( w2

FV(w3), x2 2= FV(E~i 2), then
(a)

h w ; E~i1 ++ (let x1 ( 
:: E~i 2 ) i + a
in let x2 ( w2
in w3

i
h w ; E~i1 ++ (let x1 (  ::
in w2

(b) E~i 1 ++ (let x1 (  ::
in w2

let x2 ( 
in w3

let x2 ( 
in w3

:: E~i 2 ) i + a

:: E~i 2 ) is a well-formed context stack.
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Proof: Part (b) follows immediately from the preconditions and the de ni-

tion of well-formed context stack. For part (a), we show only the \only if"
direction which goes by induction over the structure of the derivation. The
\if" direction is similar. We only consider the details of the cases for (Push)
and (Pop) since these are the only rules that modify the context stack. The
other cases are trivial or following immediately from the inductive hypothesis.
case (Push):
h let x01 ( w10 ; E~i1 ++ (let x1 ( 
:: E~i 2 ) i + a
in let x2 ( w2
in w3

in w20

because

h w10 ; let x01 (  :: E~i1 ++ (let x1 ( 
:: E~i 2 ) i + a:
0
in w2
in let x2 ( w2
in w3

By the restriction on the (Push) rule,
x01 2= FV(E~i 1 ++ (let x1 ( 
:: E~i 2 )),
in let x2
in w3

( w2

so this context stack is well-formed.
By IH,
h w10 ; let x01 (  :: E~i1 ++ (let x1 (  ::
in w2

and thus

0

in w2

let x2
in w3

(  :: E~i2) i + a

h let x01 ( w10 ; E~i1 ++ (let x1 (  :: let x2 (  :: E~i2) i + a
in w20

in w3

in w2

case (Pop): if E~i 1 6= nil then the result follows from the IH.
If E~i 1 = nil then we have
:: E~i 2 i + a
h unit w1 ; let x1 ( 
in let x2
in w3

( w2

because h let x2 ( w2 [x1 := w1] in w3[x1 := w1] ; E~i 2 i + a
...by (Pop)
because h w2[x1 := w1 ] ; let x2 ( 
:: E~i 2 i + a
in w3[x1 := w1]
...by (Push)
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Now since x1 2= FV(w3), let x2 (  in w3[x1 := w1] 
we have
h w2[x1 := w1] ; let x2 (  :: E~i2 i + a
...from above

let x2

(  in w3 and

in w3

implies h unit w1 ; let x1 (  :: let x2 (  :: E~i 2 i + a
in w3

in w2

...by (Pop)

The following property states that residual terms are among the canonical
terms of specialization.

Property 7 (residual terms are canonical)
For all r 2 Residual-terms[btml ],

h r ; nil i + r:

Proof:

It is easy to see that the set Residual-terms[btml ]  Terms[btml ] is exactly
generated by the following grammar

j pnq j succ r j pred r j if0 r1 r2 r3 j x : r j r0 @ r1 j
x x: r j unit r j let x ( r1 in r2

r ::= x

The proof follows by a simple induction over the structure of terms in this
grammar.
The following property shows that each step in the attening specializer
is appropriately re ected in the continuation-based specializer.
Property 8 If w 7?!s+ w0 and h w0 ; nil i + a, then h w ; nil i + a.
Proof: by induction over the structure of w, proceeding by cases according
to the last rule used in w 7?!s+ w0 . We show only illustrative cases.
case succ pnq 7?!s+ unit pn + 1q:
by assumption we have h unit pn + 1q ; nil i + a and thus we can conclude
h succ pnq ; nil i + a.
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case let x1 ( succ pnq in w2 7?!s+ let x1 ( unit pn + 1q in w2:
by assumption
h let x1 ( unit pn + 1q in w2 ; nil i + a
thus h unit pn + 1q ; let x1 (  :: nil i + a ...by (Push)
Now we need to show

in w2

h let x1 ( succ pnq in w2 ; nil i + a
which requires h succ pnq ; let x1 (  :: nil i + a
in w2

...by (Push)
which requires h unit pn + 1q ; let x1 (  :: nil i + a
in w2

and we have this from above.
case let x2 ( (let x1 ( w1 in w2) in w3 7?!s+
where x1 2= FV(w3):
by assumption

let x1 ( w1
in let x2 ( w2
in w3

h let x1 ( w1 in let x2 ( w2 in w3 ; nil i + a
:: nil i + a
in let x2 ( w2

thus h w1 ; let x1 ( 
in w3

...by (Push)

and h w1 ; let x1 (  :: let x2 (  :: nil i + a
in w2

...by Property 6
Now we need to show

in w3

h let x2 ( (let x1 ( w1 in w2) in w3 ; nil i + a
which requires h let x1 ( w1 in w2 ; let x2 (  :: nil i + a
in w3

...by (Push)

which requires h w1 ; let x1 (  :: let x2 (  :: nil i + a
in w3

in w2

...by (Push)
and we have this from above.
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case let x2 ( (let x1 ( w1 in w2) in w3 7?!s+
where x1 2= FV(w3):
by assumption

let x1 ( w1
in let x2 ( w2
in w3

h let x1 ( w1 in let x2 ( w2 in w3 ; nil i + a
thus h w1 ; nil i + r1
and h let x2 ( w2 in w3 ; nil i + r2
by (Assoc)
...
by (Push)
...
and thus h w2 ; let x2 (  :: nil i + r2
in w3

and note a 
Now we need to show

let x1

( r1 in r2

h let x2 ( (let x1 ( w1 in w2) in w3 ; nil i + a
which requires h let x1 ( w1 ; let x2 (  :: nil i + a
in w3

in w2

...by (Push)
which requires h w1 ; nil i + r1
and h w2 ; let x2 (  :: nil i + r2
in w3

...by (Assoc)
and we have both of these from above.

case if0 w1 w2 w3 7?!s+
by assumption

if0 w10 w2 w3

because w1 7?!s+ w10 :

h if0 w10 w2 w3 ; nil i + a
thus h w10 ; nil i + r1
and h w2 ; nil i + r2
and h w3 ; nil i + r3
and note a  if0 r1 r2 r3

Now we need to show

h if0 w1 w2 w3 ; nil i + a
which requires h w1 ; nil i + r1
(1)
and h w2 ; nil i + r2
(2)
and h w3 ; nil i + r3
(3):

Now (1) follows from IH, and (2) and (3) follow from above.
case lift pnq 7?!s+ pnq:
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by assumption we have h pnq ; nil i + a where a  pnq and we have
h lift pnq ; nil i + pnq directly.
We can now prove part (1) (as enumerated above) of Theorem 5.
Lemma 4 w 7?!s+ r implies h w ; nil i + r.
Proof: by induction over the number of steps n in w 7?!s+ r.
case n = 0:
we need to show h r ; nil i + r and this follows since residual terms are
canonical (Property 7).
case n = i + 1: that is, w 7?!s+ w0 7?!s+ r.
by IH, h w0 ; nil i + r and so by Property 8, h w ; nil i + r.
Now we turn to part (2) in the proof of Theorem 5. We need to show that,
given h w ; nil i + r, we have a corresponding sequence of specialization steps
in the attening specializer. As expected, the proof proceeds by induction
over the derivation of h w ; nil i + r. However, the inductive hypothesis
must be strengthened to deal with con gurations of the form h w ; E~i i + a.
In this stronger case, we need to show that a term corresponding to w in
the interpretation context associated with E~i specializes to a.
The following de nition shows how context stacks can be unstacked to
yield a attened interpretation context.

De nition 9 (unstacking)

unstack (nil) = []
unstack (let x1 (  :: E~i ) = let x1 ( 
in w2
in unstack (E~i )[w2]

For example, unstacking the context stack
let x1
in w2

(  :: let x2 (  :: nil
in w3
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yields the interpretation context
let x1 ( 
in let x2 ( w2
in w3:

Note that nested let's appearing in w2 are not necessarily attened.

Observation 1 (contexts yielded by unstacking)
For all E~i , exactly one of the following holds:
1. unstack (E~i ) = [], or

2. unstack (E~i ) = Ei0 for some interpretation context Ei0 .
The following lemma shows the attening specialization steps induced
by continuation-based specializer derivations.
Lemma 5 Let E~i be a well-formed context stack.

h w ; E~i i + a implies unstack (E~i)[w] 7?!s+ a
Proof: by induction over the derivation of h w ; E~i i + a. Some represen-

tative cases are given below. We will implicitly rely on Property 2 which
states that all context stacks appearing as subderivations of h w ; E~i i + a
are well-formed.
case h unit w ; nil i + unit w:
unstack (nil)[unit w] = unit w and unit w 7?!s+ unit w by re exivity of
7?!s+ .
case h succ pnq ; E~i i + a because h unit pn + 1q ; E~i i + a:
unstack (E~i)[succ pnq]
7?!s+ unstack (E~i)[unit pn + 1q] ...relying on Observation 1
7?!s+ a
...by IH

case h let x1 ( w1 in w2 ; E~i i + a because h w1 ; let x1 (  :: E~i i + a:
in w2

Note x1 2= FV(E~i ) by the side-condition and proceed by cases of E~i .
case E~i  nil:
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unstack (E~i )[let x1 ( w1 in w2]
= let x1 ( w1 in w2
...by def. of unstack
~
= unstack (let x1 (  :: Ei )[w1] ...by def. of unstack
in w2

7?!s+ a
case E~i  let x2 (  :: E~i 0:

...by IH

in w3

Intuitively, we unfold the de nition of unstack, apply the attening
rule, and then fold unstack.
unstack (E~i )[let x1 ( w1 in w2]
= let x2 ( (let x1 ( w1 in w2) in unstack (E~i 0)[w3]
...by de nition of unstack
7?!s+ let x1 ( w1 in let x2 ( w02 in unstack (E~i0)[w3]
...note x1 2= FV(E~i ) [ FV(w3)
= let x1 ( w1 in unstack (let x2 (  :: E~i0 )[w2]
in w3

=

...by de nition of unstack
0
unstack (let x1 (  :: let x2 (  :: E~i )[w1]



...by de nition of unstack
unstack (let x1 (  :: E~i )[w1]

in w3

in w2

7?!s+ a

in w2

...by IH

case h unit w1 ; let x (  :: E~i i + a
in w2

because h w2[x := w1] ; E~i i + a:
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unstack (let x (  :: E~i )[unit w1 ]

=

7?!s+


in w2
let x1 ( unit w1 in unstack (E~i)[w2]

...de nition of unstack
unstack (E~i)[w2][x1 := w1 ]
unstack (E~i)[w2[x1 := w1]]
...since let x (  :: E~i
in w2

7?!s+ a

..is a well-formed stack and thus x1 2= FV(E~i)
...by IH

case h w1 @ w2 ; nil i + r1 @ r2
because h w1 ; nil i + r1 and h w2 ; nil i + r2:
unstack (nil)[w1 @ w2]
= w1 @ w2
...de nition of unstack
...by IH
7?!s+ r1 @ w2
7?!s+ r1 @ r2
...by IH
case h let x ( w1 in w2 ; E~i i + let x ( r1 in r2 because h w1 ; nil i + r1 and
h w2 ; E~i i + r2
Note x1 2= FV(E~i ) and proceed by cases of E~i .
case E~i  nil:
unstack (E~i )[let x1 ( w1 in w2]
= let x1 ( w1 in w2
...by de nition of unstack
...by IH
7?!s+ let x1 ( r1 in w2
7?!s+ let x1 ( r1 in r2
...by IH
case E~i  let x2 (  :: E~i 0:
in w3

Intuitively, we unfold the de nition of unstack, apply the attening
rule, and then fold unstack.
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unstack (E~i )[let x1 ( w1 in w2]
= let x2 ( (let x1 ( w1 in w2) in unstack (E~i 0)[w3]
...by de nition of unstack
7?!s+ let x1 ( w1 in let x2 ( w2 in unstack (E~i0)[w3]
0
...note x1 2= FV(E~i ) [ FV(w3)
7?!s+ let x1 ( r1 in let x2 ( w2 in unstack (E~i0)[w3]
...by IH
= let x1 ( r1 in unstack (let x2 (  :: E~i 0 )[w2]
in w3

7?!s+

let x1

...by de nition of unstack

( r1 in r2
...by IH

As a corollary, we obtain the proof of part (2) of Theorem 5.
Corollary 1 h w ; nil i + r implies w 7?!s+ r.
Proof: Since nil is a well-formed context stack, by Lemma 5 we have
unstack (nil)[w] 7?!s+ r. Now since unstack (nil) = [], we have w 7?!s+ r.
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